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Changing the game: Connecting local & global
How to participate in global exchange

...AND at the same time

keep and evolve the regional collaboration?

Introduced at APRC17
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New OCLC report

Are your libraries connected to the global knowledge network?

https://are-you-connected.org/
Syndeo™

Evolve regional metadata practices and

Connect with libraries globally
Why?
Connect with libraries globally
WorldCat®

426 million records

2.6 billion holdings

Consistent 8% growth p.a. over the last 5 years

As of Aug 2018
The power of cooperative cataloging

Sources of new bibliographic records in WorldCat

- 15.10% from publishers, aggregators, …
- 21.35% from 54 National Libraries
- 63.55% from 16,000+ member libraries

Items published since 2010, as of January 2018
The power of cooperative cataloging

In 2017 OCLC member libraries copy cataloged

94% of their items from WorldCat

saving an average of 10 minutes per title

94% of new holdings used existing bib record = **21,187,275 titles not cataloged**
2017 WorldCat.org visibility

73 MILLION visits

23% of visitors clicked to content in libraries
“Loading our network’s collections into WorldCat is a major step in our strategy of increasing cooperation and visibility on the web. As a famous Basque author, Bernart Etxepare, once said: 'Heuscara, ialgui adi mundara!’ which means 'Basque, go out into the world!' Our partnership with OCLC helps to make that sentiment a reality.”

Francisca Pulgar Vernalte, Head of Service, Bibliotecas del Gobierno Vasco, Public Reading Network of Euskadi, Spain
WorldCat advantages

One place to get global metadata from

One place to enrich my metadata

One place to become visible on the WEB

One place to drive discoverability for users

Connect with libraries globally
Syndeo™

Evolve regional metadata practices

How?
Connecting regions to a global net
73 national and regional library agreements

Americas
12 libraries in 8 countries

EMEA
53 libraries in 48 countries

Asia Pacific
8 libraries in 8 countries

As of 31 December 2017

interactive map at: https://www.oclc.org/en/worldcat/foundation.html
WorldCat regional extensions

Māori authorities
National Library of New Zealand
Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa

Dutch authorities
Koninklijke Bibliotheek
National Library of the Netherlands

Canadiana authorities
Library and Archives Canada

German authorities
Deutsche Nationalbibliothek

Authority management
WorldCat with Controlled Catalog

For regional groups and National Libraries

Controlled Bibliographic Systems

Online Synch with WorldCat
Web-UI integrated with WorldShare
Advantages of a Controlled Catalog

- Complete governance of data and rules
- Flexible Record Types: BIB, LBD, LHR, AUTH, ...
- Format agnostic incl. Full Linking Capability
- Sophisticated automatic batch data handling
- Best-in-class matching, merging, FRBRization
Solution for Regional groups and National Libraries

Connecting with libraries globally
Next Year: How Syndeo will allow integration with linked data...
WorldCat with Entity Ecosystem

Changing the game: Syndeo Examples
1. **Towards positive systems of child and family welfare: international comparisons of child protection, family service, and community caring systems**
   by Gary, Cameron, Nancy Freymond
   eBook ©2006 | View all editions & formats

2. **The Maori**
   by Geoffrey M. Horn, World Book, Inc.
Infrastructure solution for Te Puna

Components

• WorldCat Discovery for the group – end user access
• Cataloging directly into WorldCat for the group – librarian access
• National Authority File usage from within WorldCat
• Collection management to synch with individual library systems
• Resource Sharing for the group and globally
• CONTENTdm
National Union Catalogue - Voilà

Search Voilà

canada

About Voilà

Voilà, the National Union Catalogue, is a single point of access to the collections of libraries across Canada. Included are books, magazines, maps, music, and more, including works in special format (e.g., braille, large print, talking books, captioned videos, etc.), for persons who are print- or hearing-impaired.

LAC has acquired the services of OCLC, an international nonprofit library cooperative, to provide this service.
Infrastructure solution for BAC-LAC

Components

• WorldCat Discovery for the National Union Catalog – end user access
• Cataloging directly into WorldCat for the group – librarian access
• National Authority File *management* within WorldCat
• Collection management to synch with individual library systems
• Resource Sharing for the group and globally
• WMS for the National Library itself
A service for library and information professionals

Get to know Libraries Australia

About us

Our services

Membership
Libraries Australia Union Catalog

Components

• Regional Controlled Catalog – librarian access
  Central Cataloging facility for some group members and
  Aggregation of academic bibliographic data at scale
• WorldCat for Visibility
• Resource Sharing in the group and globally
UK National Bibliographic Knowledgebase
Still in Beta; Softlaunch in January 2019 with up to 80 aggregated libraries
Jisc and OCLC partnership

Objectives

- Increase visibility of library collections and improve collection management and sharing

Components

- Regional Controlled Catalog – librarian access
  Aggregate UK academic bibliographic data at scale
- WorldCat for Visibility - Become part of the global metadata network
Download the OCLC report
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